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ANTI-COLLISION SYSTEM MANAGEMENT IMPROVES
THE DEVELOPMENT WELL PLACEMENT
MANAGEMENTUL SISTEMULUI ANTI-COLIZIUNE
ÎMBUNĂTĂȚEȘTE PLASAREA PUȚULUI DE
DEZVOLTARE
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Abstract: Future development plans are often being continued during production.
These plans includes wells repair, reservoir enhancements, or new development wells
in order to increase and optimize the field production. Therefore, the main objective
of this article is to develop an anti-collision system for Zubair field based on offset
data and manage this system for drilling new 3 development wells in order to improve
wellbore stability and select the best hole cleaning drilling practices for new wells of
this field. Well placement is selected so as to avoid and reduce the risk of wells
colliding. Moreover, ant-collision methods are presented. Overview of this field is
discussed including geological column, wells locations, contour maps, wells and their
production. A spider plot is constructed for all wells based on anti-collision methods
and directional survey calculations.
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Rezumat: Planurile de dezvoltare viitoare sunt deseori continuate în timpul
producției. Aceste planuri includ reparații de puțuri, îmbunătățiri ale zăcămăntelor
sau noi godeuri de dezvoltare pentru a crește și optimiza producția pe teren. Prin
urmare, obiectivul principal al acestui articol este acela de a dezvolta un sistem anticoliziune pentru câmpul Zubair bazat pe date offset și de a gestiona acest sistem
pentru forajul a 3 noi puțuri de dezvoltare, pentru a îmbunătăți stabilitatea puțurilor
și a selecta cele mai bune practici de foraj pentru curățarea noilor puțuri. din acest
domeniu. Amplasarea puțurilor este selectată astfel încât să se evite și să se reducă
riscul de coliziune a puțurilor. Mai mult, sunt prezentate metode anticoliziune.
Prezentarea generală a acestui câmp este inclusă coloana geologică, locațiile
puțurilor, hărțile conturului, puțurile și producția acestora. Un complot de păianjen
este construit pentru toate puțurile bazate pe metode anticoliziune și calcule
direcționale ale sondajului.

Cuvinte cheie: Sistem anti-coliziune, complot de păianjen, factor de separare,
traiectoria puțurilor
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1. Introduction
The Anti-Collision System is a job of continuously managing the
drilling wells position during developing a certain petroleum field. This
means the driller can focus on information and controls, instead of being
potentially overwhelmed with actual drilling tasks in order to avoid wells
interference. In offshore drilling environment where the slot accessibility is
restricted, anti-collision management has become an essential factor while
planning and drilling the wells. This means a highly significant
concentration on avoiding collisions with offset wellbores in developed
crowded offshore drilling fields for optimizing production. Collision with a
producing well may lead to a loss of well control, resulting in a significant
influence on productive time and income from shut-in wells.
An understanding of anti-collision problems, their causes, their
anticipation and planning for field development is a key factor to estimate the
possible hazards and risks in order to control and succeed in reaching the target
safely. The stability of new development wells is therefore achieved in order to
drill them safely. Therefore, this paper puts emphasis on anti-collision
techniques and methods to reduce NPT and risk while drilling new three wells
in crowded drilling environment of Zubair field. Increased emphasis was
directed towards wells' placement and orientation to minimize the risk of
collisions while reducing NPT, reducing directional uncertainty, and collision
avoidance using the traveling cylinder plot and spider plot. Additionally,
overview of this field is described. In order to fill full future development plans,
anti-collision of wells are also determined for new wells.
2. Anti-collision of drilling wells
Collision of drilling wells should be avoided. Various companies
utilize diverse methods and strategies in order to determine a safety factor
that expresses a distance between the reference and the offset well. There are
several methods to determine the true distance between two wells or to
estimate the risk of two wells colliding. These methods include [1-13]:
1. Separation factor (SF). Two ways are used to calculate separation
factor: The simplest one is to use well coordinates (X,Y) without considering
ellipses of uncertainty and the second one is to determine the SF using
equations 1 & 2 to evaluate uncertainties related to survey errors considering the
ellipses of uncertainty.
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Figure 1. Principles of pedal curve method, and center vector method [1]

2. Collision Probability. In this method, a normal distribution is the
base to estimate the ellipsoid of uncertainty. It means that it is linked to probability. Probability-based equations are used to predict the collision likelihood.

(3)
[

√

]

(4)

where and 𝑑𝑜 are the diameters of the subject and object well, and
𝜎
is the combined standard deviation 𝜎 √𝜎
𝜎
3. Scanning method. It measures how close a well location of
interest is towards a reference well. This method visualizes the specific
condition during drilling to create a horizontal plane in order to check for
adjacent wells intersecting.
4. Closest distance. Three methods are used to determine the
separation distance between wells. These methods are pedal curve method,
center vector method and expanded ellipses method.
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Bang and Nyrnes [8], and ISCWSA [9-13] presented distances'
calculation between the reference well and the offset wells for four different
companies based on the principles of center to center and ellipsoid to
ellipsoid. These calculations are expressed in the following four equations:
(5)
(6)
(7)

√

(9)

√

where D is center to center distance, 𝑟𝑟 & 𝑟𝑜 are casing radius of reference
and offset well, respectively) and 𝑅𝑟 & 𝑅𝑜 are ellipsoid radius of reference
and offset well, respectively).

3. Well profile survey for a wellbore trajectory

In order to perform anti-collision calculations, it is required to
determine well profile survey parameters. The five methods [10], which are
used to implement survey calculations, are average angle method (AAM),
radius of curvature (RCM), constant build and turn rate (CBTM), constant
curvature and build rate (CCBM) (constant tool face), and minimum
curvature method (MCM).. However, MCM is the most used by the
petroleum industry for both well-trajectory planning and directional-survey
evaluation [14-15]. Recently, Sawaryn and Thorogood [16] presented
algorithms for directional-well planning and deflection-tool orientation.
MCM equations are simply deduced from these algorithms:
𝑅

(10)
𝑜

𝑜

𝑅

(11)
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(12)
(13)

where RF= Ratio Factor, = Dog-leg angle, deg, =inclination angle, deg.
ϑ=Azimuth angle, deg.
4. Anti-collision management
In onshore and offshore drilling environment, many development wells
are drilled in vicinity to each other, making a rigorous anti-collision procedure
highly essential. Due to poor 2D visualizations of the offset wells, the
visualization of a 3D borehole profile is utilized on traditional vertical section
and plan view plots although it is very difficult. There are two plots to perform
anti-collision management: Traveling cylinder plot, and spider plot [2,17].
Traveling cylinder plot. In order to visualize the 3D wellbore profile,
the traveling cylinder plot is a very useful tool. A better understanding of the
well’s position with respect to offset wells can be achieved using this method.
Moreover, the vicinity of the offset wells can be demonstrated in relation to the
planned borehole. These plots are considered as part of the planning process and
the drilling phase itself. In this method, a normal plane is utilized to show the
intersection of wells with a plane made in space at 90o angle to the planned
borehole. In this plot, the 12 o’clock position with true north or grid north is
used as a standard. Additionally, depths used in the plots are measured depths
(MD). The comparative separation between the planned well and adjacent wells
is shown by the point's location at consecutive depths. The SF does not take into
consideration the orientation of the ellipse of uncertainty which can sometimes
be pointless restrictive. In order to avoid this problem, pedal curve calculations
are utilized to determine the SF which consider the perpendicular distance from
center to center of two wells' ellipses [2,17].
Spider plot. It is a conventional tool has utilized in the petroleum
industry for a long time. It is defined as a plan view of the planned borehole
along with offset wells. The real well trajectory is constructed based on true
vertical depth (TVD) and north/east coordinates to determine aberration from
the planned wellbore and vicinity with the offset wells. A spider map is
considered an optimum and effective tool along with the traveling cylinder plot
in order to do the steering decision, plan a well and avoid wells collision [2,17].
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Table 1. Geological column for Zubair field
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1. Zubair field description
Zubair field is an oil reservoir field with various domes located in
southern Iraq. Geological column for the Zubair field is shown in Table 1.
Structural map for reservoir pay zones and reference wells location is shown
in Fig.1. Reservoir domes map, the offset well production performance from
the 3rd and 4th pay zones, and their completions from are appeared in Figs.1
through 3.
2. Future development plans
Each company has its own plans for future performance in order to
keep its position in the competitive market of the petroleum industry. These
future plans are divided into plans of increasing the production and plans of
exploring new fields. The present plans for our company is a development
strategy. In order to increase the oil production from the 3rd pay zone of
Zubair field reservoir, three development wells are, therefore, required to be
drilled. There are 14 wells producing from the 3rd pay zone. The three wells,
which will be drilled, are called ZB-390, ZB-391, and ZB-398.

Figure 2. Structural map for reservoir pay zones and reference wells location [18]
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Figure 3. Reservoir domes map

3. Results and discussions
In order to perform a development strategy for Zubair field, three
development wells are, therefore, required to be drilled. There are 14 wells
producing from the 3rd pay zone while the three wells, which are called ZB390, ZB-391, and ZB-398, will be drilled to enhance productivity of the 3rd
and 4th pay zones. However, anti-collision management system should be
implemented due to the presence of many wells in this field as shown in
wells location map (Fig. 1). In order to keep wellbore stability and avoid
wells colliding, anti-collision system are performed utilizing SF methods
which are previously discussed. Directional survey calculations are
illustrated in Table 2. Anti-collision calculations for 3 wells are given in
Table 3. Due to long anti-collision calculations, results of 3 wells are only
given but other calculations are the same. Based on the anti-collision and the
directional survey calculations, a spider plot map is constructed for zubair
field (Fig. 4).
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It was found that the dogleg severity appeared only in the building
section with value 3.6o/100ft , the maximum inclination angle to hit targets
is 26.5o, and well azimuth is 12.82o (Table 2). Additionally, the resulted
separation factors are (Table 3):
 260.750 (CC,ES), and 227.776 SF for well ZB-372
 70.776 (CC, ES, SF) for well ZB-390
 108.363 CC, and 107.386 ES for well ZB-391
The places and locations of ZB-390, ZB-391, and ZB-398 wells
relative to other offset wells after anti-collisions management are shown in
the spider map (Fig. 4)

Figure 4. Nearby wells completions and production performances
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Table 2. Directional Survey Calculations
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Table 3. Anti-collision calculations for 3 wells
(1 offset and 2 planned)
Project

Zubair Field

Local Coordinate reference

Site ZB-398

Reference site

ZB-398

TVD reference

DFE @ 12.62 m

Site error

3m

MD Reference

DFE @ 12.62 m

Reference well

ZB-398

North reference

Grid

Well error

3m

Survey calculation method

MCM

Reference wellbore

H1

Output errors

2σ

Reference design

ZB-398 H1

Offset TVD reference

Offset datum

Table 4. Anti-collision calculations for 3 wells
(1 offset and 2 planned), cont.
Site Name/Offset
Well/
Wellbore/Design

Reference
Measured
Depth, m

Offset
Measured
Depth, m

Distance
between
centers, m

Distance
between
ellipses

Separation
Factor (SF)

260.750
CC,ES

ZB-372
ZB-372-H1- ZB372 actual survey

773.44

773.14

2118.69

2110.56

1860.00

1200.00

2242.17

2232.31

ZB-

3661.93

3631.70

1923.10

1895.93

70.776 CC,
ES, SF

ZB-391-H1- ZB390 actual survey

2671.64

3246.32

1833.07

1816.15

108.363 CC

ZB-391-H1- ZB390 actual survey

2700.00

3266.40

1833.22

1816.15

107.386 ES

ZB-391-H1- ZB390 actual survey

2661.93

3550.00

1981.64

1969.59

88.663

ZB-372-H1- ZB372 actual survey

227.776 SF

ZB-390
ZB-390-H1390 Final
ZB-391
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Figure 5. Spider plot for wells of Zubair field
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4. Conclusions and recommendations
Based on the results and analysis, the following conclusions are
extracted:
1. Zubair offset well analysis enhance the preformation of new
development wells
2. Offset well analysis can identify major problems of Zubair
stratigraphic column and reduce non-productive time for future operations
3. Anti-collision management system is an effective method in well
planning to prevent wells intersection
4. The use of spider plot in wellbore planning helps to make the
directional path, keep borehole stability and avoid wells collision
5. Future development plans of Zubair field are improved by
enhancing drilling well stability and identifing the best hole cleaning
practices
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